
HN Virus/Covid-19 Virus
Virus: an infective agent that typically consists of a nucleic acid 

molecule in a protein coat, is too small to be seen by light 

microscopy, and is able to multiply only within the living cells of 

a host.



FORGOTTEN PANDEMIC
WW1 deaths overshadow influenza deaths + 

censorship





From the Centers for Disease Control

“An estimated one third of the world's population 

(or ≈500 million persons) were infected and had 

clinically apparent illnesses during the 1918–1919 

influenza pandemic. The disease was exceptionally 

severe. Case-fatality rates were >2.5%, compared to 

<0.1% in other influenza pandemics. Total deaths 

were estimated at ≈50 million and were arguably as 

high as 100 million.”

**INFLUENZA WAS NOT A REPORTABLE DISEASE IN 

1918



Racist beliefs influence response to pandemics: 
From the Journal of the American Medical Association 1900

In spite of the high mortality and morbidity 

rates from disease in India and China 

including the advance of bubonic plague, 

because of the “infinitely superior sanitary 

improvements of progressive civilization” 

in the west, a recurrence of the pestilence 

would never again assume such dramatic 

characteristics as displayed during the 

Middle Ages.



“Russian Flu” 1899-1900



Mortality By Age, 1918 Pandemic



2020 COVID-19 





Influenza Waves 1918-1919



Blame, 1918



President Donald Trump defended his 

habit of calling coronavirus the 

“Chinese virus.”

“It’s not racist at all,” Trump said at a 

White House press conference to 

discuss the coronavirus pandemic.

Blame, 2020



Deaths in Congregate 
Institutions & Among Minorities, 

1918
• American Indians and Alaska Natives are among the tens of millions who 

die in the Spanish Influenza pandemic of 1918. Those living in close 
quarters, including students in government-run boarding schools and 
hospitals, are especially hard hit. Native peoples in villages across the U.S., 
including the territories of Hawai‘i and Alaska, sustain staggering death 
rates. Some communities lose almost all of their residents.

• In November at the Iñupiat village of Brevig Mission, Alaska, 72 of the 80 
Iñupiat residents die of Spanish Influenza in five days. The territorial 
government sends gold miners from Nome to dig a grave for the victims. 
The miners shoot steam into the permafrost on a hillside, melting an area 
6 feet deep, 12 feet wide, and 25 feet long for the mass grave.



Deaths in Congregate Institutions, 2020



Advice from the Army Surgeon 
General, 1918

•Avoid needless crowding--influenza 
is a crowd disease

•Smother your coughs and sneezes--
others do not want the germs which 
you would throw away

•Your nose, not your mouth, was

made to breathe through--get the 
habit







Mass Grave, NY 2020

Mass Grave, Philadelphia 
1918



Caring for the Sick, 1918



Caring for the Sick, 2020



Volunteerism, 1918



Segregated Hospital, 1918



Field Hospital, 1918



Field Hospital, 2020



Wards, 1918



New: The Motorized Ambulance, 1918



Isolation and Quarantine

• Separating and restricting the movement of 
those who manifested signs of the disease 
(this generally occurred at home)

• Separating and restricting the movement of 
those who might have acquired an 
infection via contact with a sick person or 
carrier



Unproven Remedy, 1918



Unproven Remedy, 2020



1918 Convalescent Serum



2020



Lower Influenza Mortality Rate for 
African-Americans than Euro-Americans

• Under-reported? Unlikely

• More contracted during milder first wave 
and thus immune by fall?

• Segregation—kept down exposure?



Response
• African American nursing & medical organizations & 

practitioners

• Segregated hospitals & clinics

• Health information in African-American press



Frederick Douglass Hospital, 
Philadelphia



African American Nurses, 1918



High Rates of Death Among Immigrant 
Populations

• Crowded urban living

• Little previous influenza exposure because 
they came from rural areas of southern and 
eastern Europe

• Few physicians and nurses of same ethnic 
groups though did have ethnic hospitals



Italian Hospital Philadelphia



Philadelphia Navy Yard 1918



Liberty Loan Parade 1918



Social Distancing Through the 
Closing of Public Gathering 

Places
• Closing Schools

• Closing Saloons

• Closing Churches

• Closing Sporting Events

• Closing Theaters

• Prohibiting Public Gatherings







Protective Sequestration

• Some communities took steps before the 
flu arrived to prevent infection:

• People were prevented from leaving the 
site

• Outsiders were not permitted to enter until 
after a period of quarantine

• Often these sites had the advantage of a 
protective barrier or were naturally 
isolated













“We do not know what the virus is that

will cause pandemic 'flu.  What we do 

know is that Mother Nature has the 

recipe book and its just a matter of time 

before she starts cooking." 

Sir Liam Donaldson 

Royal College of Pathologists, 

London, 21 July 2006.


